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No. Item Speaker

0 Technical Introduction Nathan

1 Opening Prayer

1(a) Prayer Martina

1(b) Music

1(c) Flashlight Italy Claudio

1(d) Music

1(e) Flashlight Easter Europe Judith

1(f) Prayer Jenny

1(g) Music

2 Greeting and Welcome

3 Europe: Do not fear in times of pandemic

3.1 Introduction Martina

3.2 Inputs

3.2(a) Input: Theological challenges Dimitris

3.2(b) Input: Learnings Jenny

3.3 Breakout Groups 1

Discernment Questions

4. RAN Prayer

5. RAN: 

5.1 Panel Discussion

Anthony Reddie (Moderator), Simony dos Anjos, Shanea Leonard, Joseph Prabhakar 

Dayam

5.2 Breakout Groups 2

Discernment Questions

6. Closing Woship



 

 

Liturgical Opening “Covid and Beyond” 
Discernment WCRC, 24.2.2021 

1 (a) Opening Prayer (Martina/movie) 

1(b) 1st Song “ In thee is gladness..." (movie) 

1(c) Flashlight Italy (Claudio) 3' 

1(d) 2nd song  „Stay with me” (movie) 

1(e) Flashlight Eastern Europe (Judit) 

1(f) Prayer (Jenny) (movie) 

1(g) 3rd song  "La paz del Senor ..."  (movie) 

 

Opening Prayer 

In the name of the Father of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, our help is in the name of the Lord who 
made heaven and earth. 

Heavenly Father, 

May your goodness and love be present amongst us today. 
Come,  bless our gathering with unity, hope and vision. 
Build in us all a deep respect for one another, for the manifold challenges and burden we  live with. 
Let us feel communion. 
Lord, we pray for hope. 
Come fill your hope within our hearts and renew our faith. 
Lord, we pray for vision. 
May your vision fill our lives and let us feel your love and guidance.  
We ask all this in the name of Jesus Christ. 
Amen. 

 

Closing Prayer 

Jesus Christ, light of the whole world, 
in the time of Lent, when you walk the tough road to Jerusalem with us we pray 
Stay with the sick ones 
Comfort those who grieve their loved ones 
Support those who have lost jobs and incomes 
Give strength to medical workers 
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Come with wisdom to those with power to make decisions, give them courage to fight for justice 

As Europeans we pray for our sisters and brothers all over the world, especially for those suffering 
from the effects of injustice, for those whose needs have not yet been seen and met. 

Holy Spirit, touch us all today, so that we can see clearer what the calling to communion and the 
commitment to justice mean in our present situation. 

God, our creator, we pray with Isaiah: 
Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the knees that give way 
Say to those with fearful hearts: Be strong, do not fear 

Amen 

  

May God who creates and carries 

Loves and struggles 

Renews and gives life 

Comfort us and challenge us 

Bless us and give us peace 

Amen 
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Claudio Pasquet  

Italy was one of the European Country whose has been affecting the most by the pandemic. And it was 

also one of the first. From then the February of last year, the infections have caused more 90.000 

deaths and has damaged the economy and society of the country in ways that are difficult to record 

and will continue to affects us in the years to come. The closure of schools in February 2020 has had 

the noticeable effect on children and education, above all in the most needing society. Not every child 

has been able to follow the online lessons because sometimes there is only one computer and other 

family member needs it, like parents working from home.  The deep recession that has hit the tourist 

industry such a vital part for Italian’s economy has created and continue to create unemployment and 

social conflicts. Up until now, the government’s decision to prohibit redundancy has come to a 

situation but the fear is that this will end in spring or summer. If to this, we add that economic crisis is 

favoring the rise in the poor of nationalistic and anti-European parties. We are extremely worry to the 

long term consequences to the democracy of our country. As a little reformed church, we have had to 

deal with long period time of closure, and even until now our church have to reduce numbers in our 

services. If we consider, our church has more rooms but there are some churches that have not enough 

room so they cannot restart proper church life. Also, in the churches that having Sunday services again, 

the reduce numbers of seats has meant that for a year we are not been able to celebrate any Baptist, 

confirmation and wedding. Funerals has often had to be held outside. Church utilities like choirs and 

youth group have not been able to meet. We have responded with online catechist, Sunday school, 

bible study, services and meeting in social media.  But in the long term, a church without personal 

contact risk sustaining damage to the makeup of its congregation both in human and in community 

term. For the first time since the second World War we have had no neither regional and national 

synod. The economic consequences we are also beginning to very seriously be failed. However, we 

don’t want this distract us from our commitment to support the least fortunate. We cannot forget the 

many homeless people who are growing in numbers in our city and those who have lost or at risk of 

losing works. Beside this, we are continuing our commitment to the migrants who arriving from the 

North African Coast. At the moment the main debate in our country is about the vaccine. The politician 

sees merely in nationality or mostly European terms. We need to note that the only voices that are 

raise in country in favor for the vaccine to be distributed free throughout the world, these voices only 

come from the Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox churches.  
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COVID 19, and beyond 
Judit Vincze 
 
 
In December 2019, we were watching in Eastern Europe the news coming from very distant places 
about a growing disease. It happened far from us, we thought it was in “safe distance” – it would not 
affect us.  
 
In March 2020, the new disease was devastating in Italy, and it was flooding Europe, from south to 
north, from east to west. It reached us too.  
 
We got into a hard global crisis, that we have not see in generations. We lost our former lives 
overnight as our grandparents and parents lost theirs, in wars and during communist oppression. It 
was fast and unexpected, and we did not know what to do and how to react. There was no living 
collective wisdom on how to cope with radical changes.  
 
We only knew that God gave us free will to serve His Kingdom. In critical moments, we need to make 
decisions in the Holy Spirit. We need to decide between overcoming a global crisis or surrendering to 
it.  
 
Europe is having many challenges, including identity quests, and has been learning to act in unity 
amid diversity. Romania is one of the poorest countries of the European Union, and medical care is 
one of its weakest points. Chances to fight the virus were very little in Romania.  
 
However, after some weeks of shock and fear, we returned to the roots of European civilisation, to 
the Word of God. We have discovered contemporary ways to spread His Word – that is the highest 
human reality on earth: it stays with two feet on the ground, it feels, sees and hears, and helps our 
community with both hands.  
 
We redesigned modern channels of communication and transformed them to serve God and His 
people. Sermons were preached online. Social media became a blessed tool for outreach. Besides 
free will, creativity is also a gift from God. We have encouraged each other, and digital sermons also 
came to life, similarly to pulpit preaching. For over a year, we have been experiencing God’s love and 
mercy in a huge global crisis.  
 
Financially, East Europe, especially Romania was hit very hard. People do not have savings and 
reserves, loosing jobs was an instant threat for survival. This is the heritage of communist 
dictatorships. The most important income source for the Romanian people, season work in Western 
Europe was also terminated because of lockdowns, millions of people had to return to Romania 
without chances to support their families decently.  
 
The global crisis has different local faces in Romania. Poverty is one of them, personal and social 
depression is another. As we turned to our Gypsy neighbours in Romania to help over two million 
people, God showed us again that there are always people around you who are facing even more 
difficult challenges than your suffering community, but their souls are in His mercy.  
 
State structures failed to overcome the crisis. The European Union was not successful with crisis 
management either.  
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We, as Reformed Christians adapted to the new situation somehow. Internet and telephone lines 
became God’s tools. God’s Word became bread, water and comfort. We were able to feed hungry 
children and elderly people. Lonely people received spiritual comfort from our pastors and 
volunteers. Some people had money to share with our community, but the majority of us donated 
energy and time, love and care. Solidarity is stronger than before the crisis.  
 
Our churches were given a blessed opportunity to “reintroduce” God and His love to our secularising 
societies. People may recognise God through love, help, comfort that goes out from our 
congregations.  
 
May God help us be able to answer His call to leave His people out of this global crisis!  
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European region 
Covid and beyond – discernment process of WCRC 
Martina Wasserloos 

Do not fear in times of pandemic 

The Covid pandemic is a vast and profound crisis for the whole world. It not only reveals the weak 
points of individual societies, but is also fundamentally questions the structures of our coexistence 
on this Earth. As if under a magnifying glass, it becomes clear that the crisis intensifies existing 
injustices. If a whole part of our communion is excluded from the vaccinations – we are called to 
raise our voice, to think and to act. This is, what the pandemic reveals.   

But we are facing other issues as well: What answers does the Church have when people ask for 
communion in worship, but are not allowed to meet? As Christians, what can we say to the elderly 
who are left alone in their homes? What to those who are left alone in their illness? What 
consolation do we have for relatives when they are no longer allowed to visit their dying parents? 
What can we give children and adolescents who cannot meet their friends, and whose lives in times 
of the pandemic are not normal for the lives of children and adolescents? For many churches in 
Europe, the question arises whether and how they are “systemically relevant”. This is interpreted 
very differently by the differing politics in the countries of Europe. In Germany, churches can 
continue to worship under strict conditions, while cultural events are prohibited. In Sweden, on the 
other hand, shops were sometimes open, and churches were closed at the same time - or only 8 
people were allowed to come.  
 
The Covid crisis is also a crisis of the Church. To take on an appropriate role under these conditions, 
to comfort the people and to deliver the good news to them - although the elixir of life of the Church, 
the sense of communion and fellowship, is not available - is a great challenge at the moment.  

We also see with really great concern that in some European countries the nationalist, authoritarian 
and xenophobic movements have grown strong, and we are observing increasing anti-semitism and 
violence – also by groups that the philosopher Hannah Arendt called "mobs”.   
 
These developments are fueled by conspiracy theories that deny the pandemic. Against this 
background, democratic structures are often fundamentally questioned and declared to be weak, 
and every political measure which is intended to protect against infection and thereby means and 
must mean a restriction of fundamental rights, is seen as evidence of this. We share with many 
people in the world that many people in Europe are facing economic hardship as a result of the 
pandemic, and that economic security is no longer a given for many. Here, too, those most affected 
are those who were previously precariously employed, often women in the low-wage sector, for 
example, in the catering industry or small business owners.  

In some countries, leaders are using the Covid pandemic and the conditions of limited contact to 
violently create political facts. In Belarus the brutal suppression of demonstrations against electoral 
fraud, in Hungary and other European countries as well to imprison refugees. For some minorities, 
for example, the Roma in Eastern Europe, the consequences of the pandemic are a matter of life and 
death – and not only if they are sick – because churches aid projects cannot longer be maintained 
and there are no public help for them. In the last few month we saw hospitals in some countries not 
able or willing to help people, because medical personal is infected themselves or patients have not 
enough money to corrupt them. 
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In these times, it is important to stand together as a community. We long to be perceived as part of 
the world community and to be accompanied in prayer and intercession. We are very grateful that 
we are allowed to report on our challenges, that our worries are considered in prayer and can be 
shared before God.  
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WCRC-discernment process: «Covid-19 and beyond“ 
 
“He has told you, O mortal, what is good; 
and what does the Lord require of you 
but to do justice, and to love kindness, 
and to walk humbly with your God?” 
Micah 6:8 
 
«Following Christ means taking certain steps. The first step, which responds to the call, 
separates the followers from their previous existence. A call to discipleship thus immediately 
creates a new situation. Staying in the old situation and following Christ mutually exclude each 
other. At first, that was quite visibly the case...The point was to really walk with Jesus. It was 
made clear to those he called that they only had one possibility of believing in Jesus, that of 
leaving everything and going with the incarnate Son of God»1   
Following Christ means taking certain steps for the truth and justice of the incarnate Son of 
God, even if those steps lead you into the Nazi prison at Tegel in order to be executed by 
means of hanging on  April 9, 1945, as was the case of Dietriech Bonhoeffer, merely two 
weeks before the end of WWII. 
 
The Covid-19 pandemic stormed our planet in unforeseen ways and changed profoundly our 
well-established expectations of eternal political and economic progress and of the scientific 
advances of the new “super human; sapiens -sapiens species” who believes the self to be in 
control of its present and future as well.   
Dr. Yuval Noah Harari gives a very provoking description of this new, almost self-improved 
homo sapiens as being at the verge of “becoming a god- a homo deus”, ready not only to 
achieve eternal youth, but also acquiring the divine abilities of creation and catastrophe.2  
 
“ A homo Deus”, a mere man-god, of whom certain individuals along with certain mega-
companies-- digital consumer industry, social media, information technology, to mention a 
few and even governments for the last year of covid-intrusion are taking advantage of the 
primal and deepest fears and insecurities of our humanity in an effort to secure more power 
and more profit, whilst controlling our freedoms and redefining what is “truth”, “justice”, 
“love”.  Truth is redefined by what our information technology chooses to feed us, justice is 
redefined by the perception of social media, and love is redefined by consumerism, social 
media and information combined. 
The antithesis is  “Ecce Homo”, Behold the Man, a thorn-crowned Jesus Christ;  
“But he was wounded for our transgressions, crushed for our iniquities; 
upon him was the punishment that made us whole, and by his bruises we are healed.” (Is.53:5) 
 

 
1 Dietriech Bonhoeffer, Discipleship, pp.61-61 
2 Harari Yuval Harari, Sapiens a Brief History of Humankind, p.427 
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Today, what does it look like to walk humbly with God? What steps do we take and where do 
these steps lead those of His Church who love kindness and do justice according to the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ? 
In the midst of the storm we are living engulfed in a state of empty, dull, often estranged 
curfew days, Ms. Amanda Gorman, the youngest inaugural poet in U.S. history brings her 
fresh language and speaks to us regarding “The Hill We Climb”: 
“…Let the globe, if nothing else, say this is true: 
That even as we grieved, we grew. 
That even as we hurt, we hoped. 
That even as we tired, we tried. 
That we’ll forever be tied together, victorious.”3 
 
As Koinonia of the Global Reformed Church we should hear carefully and delightfully such 
words!  Especially as we believe that the Church as divine agent is always “reformed” and  
“reforming” ethos in persons and society.  
Our walk with God lands our step on a higher ground standing tall for true information and 
practical solidarity for the oppressed, the neglected, the victims of all sorts. Christian 
orthopraxis is not a mere “spiritual philanthropy”. It is an advocacy of and for the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ. We should be advocates for a higher character-ethos opposing all oppression, 
perjury and bribery welcoming grace in the light of truth and justice.  
 
In the old days Micah, the prophet calls for a partnership with God and is described as 
walking with Him. It is not a “walk of comfort”; of easy money giving, publishing of political 
statements and solidarity prayers. In the Biblical words, “ does Yahweh appreciate burnt 
offerings or sacrifices as much as obeying Yahweh’s voice? No, better is obedience than sacrifice 
and submissiveness than ram’s fat” (1 Sam. 15:22)   
Often, the religious side of the Christian Faith is conveniently blind-sighting us of God’s 
sovereignty over the whole life. “Ceremonies discharged with emotional feeling and material 
extravagance became the sum total of spiritual commitment”4.  
The post Covid-19 era brings the challenge for the Church to genuinely walk alongside with 
God. Living out afresh the ethos of Christ Jesus who claims, “I am the way, the truth and the 
life”. (John 14:6).  
 
Dr. Nicholas Christakis, a Yale professor and social epidemiologist whose expertise is in how 
our behaviors influence contagion in society says:   
“We’re the first generation of humans alive who has ever faced this threat that allows them to 
respond in real-time with efficacious medicines…During epidemics you get increases in 
religiosity, people become more abstentious, they save money, they get risk averse and we’re 
seeing all of that now just as we have for hundreds of years during epidemics,” …“In 2024, all 
of those [pandemic trends] will be reversed,”  “People will relentlessly seek out social 
interactions. That could include ‘sexual licentiousness’, liberal spending, and a ‘reverse of 

 
3 Laureate Amanda Gorman, “The Hill We Climb” 
4 Leslie C. Allen, The Books of Joel, Obadiah, Jonah and Micah, p.375 
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religiosity’.” Christakis continues, “As a society we have been very immature. Immature, and 
typical as well, we could have done better…Our world has changed, there’s a new deadly 
pathogen that is circulating, we’re not the first people that have had to face this threat, and a 
lot will be asked of us…And we’re just going to have to be grown up about it.”5 
 
And the people of God say: “Be very careful, then, how you live, not as unwise but as 
wise…therefore do not be foolish, but understand what the Lord’s will is”(Eph.5:15) 
Our call as disciples of Christ immediately creates a new situation. Staying in the old 
situation, following the ethos of the  «Homo Deus» and following Christ mutually exclude 
each other. As Dr. Yuval Noah Harari states: “The new ethos promises paradise with the 
prerequisite that the rich will continue to be greedy and spend their time making money, while 
the masses will allow their desires and passions to run freely – buying more and more.  This is 
the first religion in history where its fans do exactly what is asked of them.  How do we truly 
know that in return we will gain paradise?  We’ve seen it on tv.”6 
 
The opportunity of doing things better, thus “not be foolish and understand what the Lord’s 
will is” for the post Covid-19 era should lead us, Christ-followers to leave behind our old 
situation and as His Church embrace existence anew.  We, Christ’s followers are called to 
govern in truth and integrity His household- the Church. We are asked to lead by paradigm, 
by sacrificing our comfort and empathizing with the wounded and misplaced, not only with 
those we relate to but to humanity as a whole. Christ’s followers are sent to shape a fresh 
language and renewed ways to communicate the revolutionary love ethos of the Triune God 
and bring His truth, justice and love to all.  
In Dietriech Bonhoeffer’s words: “The tax Collector had to leave his booth and Peter his nets 
to follow Jesus. According to our understanding, even back then things could have been quite 
different. Jesus could have given tax collector new knowledge of God and left him in his old 
situation. If Jesus had not been God’s Son become human, then that would have been possible. 
But because Jesus is the Christ, it has to be made clear from the beginning that his word is not a 
doctrine. Instead, it creates existence anew. The point was to really walk with Jesus. It was 
made clear to those he called that they only had one possibility of believing in Jesus, that of 
leaving everything and going with the incarnate Son of God»7. 

 
5 Jessica Glenza @JessicaGlenza , Guardian, Mon 21 Dec 2020 
6 Harari, Yuval Noah, Sapiens a Brief History of Humankind, p.359  
7 Dietriech Bonhoeffer, Discipleship, pp.61 
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Input: Learnings from Covid-19 

Sharing Session WCRC, Feb 24th 

 

The Covid-19 crisis has not only been hard on the world and on 

the societies that we as churches live in. Being part of humanity, 

societies and the world, the pandemic has also struck us as 

churches hard. Some of our very foundations – such as 

communion/koinonia – have been challenged by the distance we 

have been forced to keep. But will the experiences we have made 

in 2020 and 2021 only leave ugly scars on the body of Christ – 

or are there also lessons learned that have made us humbler and 

experiences that will make us stronger? Many of the learnings 

we make are about rediscovering the resources of our Christian 

faith and of the church. Let me mention some.  

 

What I share comes of course from my context, which is Europe. 

The most important thing to learn and relearn is the power in 

listening to the stories of other contexts. Especially coming from 

a privileged place, this feels more important than to tell. But 

these are my reflections. 

 

1. To use our voice 

When studying different crises you can see that most of them 

have one thing in common: they disclose both obvious and more 

hidden truths about a society. What is revealed is often ugly 

truths of unjustices at the very root of how our societies are 

organized. A crisis is like a mirror that shows us the true self of 

our societies. Also Covid-19 has shown us that where inequality 

is high and resources scarce, the crisis strikes harder. We see this 

in every local society in Europe and even more if we look at the 

effects of the pandemic globally. Covid-19 has once again 

reminded us as churches in wealthy countries of the importance 

to speak up for compassion and justice. There is a constant – but 

now even more obvious - need for churches to raise our voices 

against global injustices. We need always to put pressure on and 

challenge our own governments to go further, to take 

responsibility also for people in other ends of the world.  

  

2. Act to Stop Climate Changes 

There are a lot of questions to raise when it comes to what 

measures are relevant to stop the spread of the infection. And it 

is in many aspects relevant to criticize authorities for the way 

coordination between countries, companies and organizations 
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has been led. There are many risks with hasty and extensive 

actions, and the ones now taken are far from being equal. But 

still. Can the extensive actions that have been taken to fight the 

virus be used as an example that it is possible to act drastically 

when needed? Could this be an example for the leaders of the 

world to realize that it is actually possible to act resolutely to 

slow down the climate changes? We have now seen, that if only 

we realize the urgency, extensive actions can be taken without 

having to negotiate for years – until it is too late. 

 

3. To meet Digitally 

It is painful not to be able to meet in our churches. The gospel 

can only be made visible when shared also physically. Jesus 

showed this himself many times by sharing bread, lighting a fire, 

placing a hand on a wounded body, by walking by the side, by 

washing feet. But being a church in diaspora, not being able to 

meet physically, does not mean that the church disappears. In the 

hope of soon meeting again, many of us have learned a lot about 

how to meet digitally. What we have learned will be helpful also 

after the pandemic stops us from meeting. We have seen people 

come to our digital church rooms – people that would never have 

dared to enter our buildings. We as a church have practiced to 

open up our internal groups. 

Some churches can tell that they have celebrated worship 

services with far higher attendance numbers than would have 

been the case, had they met as usual in church. 

People that would not have had time to come to a physical 

meeting can attend a digital one, given the circumstance that 

they can join for a while from their home. People that cannot 

afford the travels can still attend a digital meeting elsewhere in 

the world. The ones who are too ill to leave their home - or have 

to stay home to keep watch over their kids - can still attend a 

digital prayer group.  

 

4. The Importance of Small Groups 

In some countries we have been allowed to meet in church – but 

only with a very limited number of people. This has been an eye-

opener for the importance of small groups. Less is sometimes 

more. A crowded building is not the only possible sign for a 

thriving church community. We have been reminded that small 

gatherings, where life and prayers are shared with one another 

before God, is a gift to the Christian life and essential to the 

church. 
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5. Diakoni is Crucial 

Among the most painful experiences for local churches has been 

to be to not be able care for people in the ways we are used to. 

How could we find and reach out to lonely people when we have 

to stay at home? How can we help the homeless when we may 

not open up our shelters? How can we support one another in our 

struggle with mental illness when we cannot see and touch?  We 

have seen that there are many creative ideas to find new ways for 

caring and curing. But my hope is also that more people have 

more deeply understood how important and meaningful our 

diakonal life as Christians is. 

 

6. Support Young People 

Children and young people have paid a high price in times of 

social distancing. During their formating years, when it is 

important to meet friends and other adults they have been forced 

to stay at home. For some of those the home is not a good place 

to be locked in to. As grown-ups we need to show the young 

people respect for the sacrificies they have made to stop the 

spread of the infection. One way of showing them respect is to 

now take the challenges of the climate change serious so that we 

leave them with a world possible to live in. 

7. To be Filled with Wonder 

The loss of opportunities to meet have reminded us to be 

thankful for things we too easily take for granted. The 

communion, koinonia of the church is essential, yes, 

lifechanging. The pandemic situation challenges and reminds us 

to explore it deeper, invite to it more often, live by it, be thankful 

for it.  

 

 

 

Jenny Dobers, Uniting Church in Sweden 
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Breakout Groups 1 

Discernment Questions 

1. Martinas input: Can we as churches claim that we are “systemically relevant” for our socitites – 
that we are as important as hospitals and pharmacies? 

2. Dimtris Boukis referes to Micahs words: to walk humbly with your God “ and says: “It is not a 
“walk of comfort”; of easy money giving, publishing of political statements and solidarity 
prayers…. The post Covid-19 era brings the challenge for the Church to genuinely walk alongside 
with God.” How and to where do you think we as Christians will need to walk in the post-Covid era? 

3. Jennys Input: Do you see any possible learnings we as a church can do in the times of the 
Pandemic? 
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COVID-19 and Beyond Sharing Circle 
24 February, 2021 

Peggy Mulambya Kabonde, moderator; Lisa Vander Wal, scribe 
 
1. Martina Wasserloos’ input: Can we as churches claim that we are “systemically relevant” 
for our societies — that we are as important as hospitals and pharmacies? 
 

- Yes, we can provide the love of God and the comfort/message. Material support 

- Initially, not—churches were not informed and fear was created; didn’t play the role to love 
and care. But now, today, situation has changed.  

- The church is being very relevant. Counseling ministry is vibrant. Able to do it on line. Deal 
with loss and grief, desperation, etc. Used to restore hope and give reason to go on. 

- Economic opportunities 
 
 
2. Dimtris Boukis refers to Micah’s words: to walk humbly with your God, and says “It is not 
a ‘walk of comfort’; of easy money giving, publishing of political statements and solidarity 
prayers …The post Covid-19 era brings the challenge for the Church to genuinely walk 
alongside with God.” How and to where do you think we as Christians will need to walk in the 
post-Covid era? 
 

- UK: church hasn’t given any comforting insight or hope to the nation. Hard when not allowed 
to go out. Only two have brought solace: an artist and a nature activist. Have helped to give 
people a connection with nature. Grasp spirituality in a new way. 

- What it means to walk with God: to be silent before God. We have badly spoken for God in 
past centuries. Now we are called to participate in the cry to God within our communities. 
Need to participate in the sense of abandonment. 

- I think we need to reflect on what it means to walk humbly with God. “A digital church is an 
invisible church”, limited to a small circle. We are not embodied, not making a difference. 
Need to be where the suffering is. 

- Some people who usually are exceedingly self-centered are actually reaching out and giving 
in ways they haven’t before. 

- Visibility and relevance to the younger generation. Post COVID will have danger of being 
irrelevant to the youth. Need to embody ourselves in local communities that makes sense to 
ALL people. 

 
 
3. Jenny Dober’s input: Do you see any possible learnings we as a church can do in the 
times of the pandemic? 
 
-  Choice either to be broken-hearted, or be humble and see suffering and bringing ourselves 
down to the level of the suffering. 
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WCRC: Listening Session 2 

Group 2(?) 

**Our group only made it through question one** 

1. Martina Wasserloos’ input: Can we as churches claim that we are “systemically relevant” for our 
societies – that we are as important as hospitals and pharmacies? 
Summary: yes and no. In some locations, it is the Christians who are responding to what is 
needed in communities.  Here is what our group said:  

Simony, Brazil: Our political crisis is biggest problem: a president who uses government to lie. The areas 
of racism and pandemic are tied together. Churches are not disassociating with what is happening with 
president. Pandemic shows us the crisis is political and social, the misery that Black people are most 
effected by COVID.  
 
Deenabandhu, Indian, live and work in US…Yes and no. Yes, many of churches in Asia are at the 
forefront reaching out to people, responding to needs of the marginalized. Churches have been 
attending to groups without social security mechanisms. Churches play significant role in meeting needs 
of marginalized persons. Some churches don’t have access to technology, especially in rural areas.  
 
Farhana, Pakistan. In March everything was closed. Financial problem and separation problem. Churches 
are taking the medicines to the rural areas. Christians were forced to talk to people with COVID, and 
other people in desperate conditions. Many Christians in Pakistan didn’t have masks. Then, many 
Christians died. Secondly, the church response was to lead worship on the roofs, while the people are on 
the ground. Christian community coming together, to support one another. 
 
Jenny, Sweden, not been allowed to meet in the last months, although shopping centers are open. 
Churches, of course we want to be responsible and not to spread infection—we can meet digitally, but 
important to remind ourselves that we are important. We have people that are very lonely. Reminded 
yes we are important being at the places where people are. We are more important than we think.  
 
Avelino Gonzalez, Ecumenical Guest, we are all suffering in similar ways. We remind the cultural world 
that while we can have a life full of technology, we also need the personal and vertical connection with 
God. Without it, then life becomes impoverished. Yes, the church is very relevant, but in a different way. 
People are dying without loved ones, and being buried without families saying what these people mean 
to them…these things are important, and deeply important to the fabric of society.  
 
Ukoha, Nigeria, the role of the church is actually multi-faceted. There are some people dismissing poor 
and vulnerable, and dismissal of reality of COVID-19. This time has rendered a lot of people homeless, 
jobless, and have yet to recover. Ideologically, churches are dismissing reality. Yet, we refuse to dismiss 
the reality and thankful WCRC isn’t dismissing it. While there is virtual worship, we remember to be like 
Apostle Paul, “while I was absent with you in the flesh, I was present with you in the spirit.” The 
importance of being present with each other in the spirit, and adjust our mindset and accept reality, 
there are people are depressed, marginalized, and trying to find God is for all. 
 
Philip Peacock—challenge assumptions Church and Christians know what is going on. Also, within the 
time of COVID the church has aligned itself with power.  
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Sharing Session 2:  Europe and RAN 
February 24, 2021 
Breakout Group #3 
Adele Halliday, Moderator 
Anna Case-Winters, Scribe 
 
The group primarily discussed Question #1 “Can we as churches claim that we are 
“systematically relevant” for our societies—that we are as important as hospitals and 
pharmacies? 
 
One response:  It depends on who you ask.  Older people in the church find the church to be very 
relevant even essential.  But many young people would say the church is not at all relevant.  Also 
when churches insist upon gathering when the science around Covid warns against this—those 
churches are irrelevant and certainly not helping in this crisis. 
 
The church is relevant when it engages with its ministries of compassion and justice.  Hospitals 
have an essential role in exercising care of persons, so does the church.  In ministries of 
compassion we meet basic needs of persons and care also for their emotional, psychological, 
spiritual well-being, giving them a place of connection and belonging in church community in 
the midst of this crisis.   
 
The church is also relevant in this crisis when we seek to address the inequities and 
vulnerabilities that Covid revealed—how people of color are disproportionately affected, for 
example.  Race intersects with economic realities that leave some without adequate nutrition and 
healthy environments, and access to medical care.  They have pre-existing conditions and co-
morbidities in disproportionate numbers.  They are also the least served when it comes to testing 
and vaccine distribution.  The church needs address these social and economic inequalities in the 
interest of justice. 
 
How can the church be “relevant” for the youth? Many who are not involved in the church have 
been involved in the peaceful protests that call for overhaul of our policing and criminal justice 
systems.  In their pursuit of justice are they not doing the work of the church?  Maybe we should 
be joining them in the streets rather than worrying about whether they “come to church.”  Maybe 
our vision of “church” needs to be larger, and maybe it can be as we are less chained to our 
buildings.  “The church has left the building.” 
 
Some of us are saying, the building is closed but the Church is open.  We are finding creative 
ways of being the church quite apart from the church building.  We have found ways of being 
together when we are apart.  Creative use of technologies has allowed worship, education, and 
mission to continue and in some ways enlarge.  For example, on-line we are accessible to people 
who we might never see at church.  There is enhanced accessibility in some ways (i.e. for the 
homebound, hospitalized, and members in elder-care facilities).  Our church meetings that 
require travel and expense that not all can afford can be attended from home.  One question for 
us is how to maintain this wider accessibility whenever buildings are open again. 
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We would rather be together face to face, but with faithful determination we are finding that 
there is not much we cannot do.  People tuning in to live streamed worship are sharing 
communion in their own homes.  The ordination of elders occurred this year with the symbolic 
(laying on of hands) as stoles we made for the elders and placed on their shoulders by the hands 
of family members.  For Ash Wednesday, one church delivered ashes, a candle, a purple cloth 
and worship aids in a package left on the steps of each church family. 
 
The group spoke briefly on the Question #2 “How and where do you think we as Christians 
should walk in the post Covid era? 
 
We need to walk in interreligious solidarity.  Now more than ever, we see that in the crises of our 
day, “we are all in this together” and “our lives are in one another’s hands.”  Coming together to 
face such challenges is essential. 
 
We need to walk across artificial boundaries we have erected. All the things that divide us (i.e. 
divides over race, gender, caste, nationality) need to be bridged.  We need to walk together, 
alongside one another in solidarity and community. 
 
Post-Covid we do not need for things “to get back to normal.”  Normal was not good.  It has 
become clear in the Covid crisis that we need a new and very different “normal.” 
 
Finding our way together toward this, how can we really become “salt and light” for our world? 
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Sharing Session, Covid-19 and Beyond process on Feb 24, 3-5 PM CET 
 
Moderator: Victoria Turner 
Scribe: Margit Ernst-Habib 
 
(1) Breakout Group 
 
First Question: Systemically Relevant 
 
We need to be the church for others, spending our time proving our worth as a movement. 
We are important, but not as important as other institutions (like hospitals and pharmacies), but 
we shouldn’t compare us with other institutions. Our identity is changing we don’t know who 
we are right now. 
The church does not need be systemically relevant, but needs to expose the flaws of the system. 
We do give essential services, but we need to mobilize the churches, too. 
We aim to transform the reality, not only be useful in it. 
Latin America/Argentina: churches are important for the people, supporting them emotionally, 
but also by being part of the community, delivering food to people, and playing an ethical role 
in pointing to structural sins. 
UK: More people, especially young people were participating in church, but the spirit was more 
a spirit of self-preserving rather than going out and serving others. 
 
 
Second Question: Walk Humbly… 
 
This is not an easy question since the future is so uncertain and we do not know yet what it will 
look like. We need to be open to the guide of the Holy Spirit, living faithful to the confession 
of Accra and the Gospel 
We do not have a compass for post-pandemic times yet, we know little about the future. 
We need to rediscover being God’s people on the move, the wandering people, like the refugee 
and migrant churches in France. Churches need to be on the move, not being settled down. 
Church is a movement not a building. 
We need to live out the walking, giving money/writing statements is only the second step. 
And even before we can walk, we need to listen carefully to the stories of others. 
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Panel Discussion 

Moderator: Peniel Jesudasson 

Thandi Soko-de jong 

Shanea Leonard 

Joseph Prabhakar Dayam 

Simony dos Anjos 

 

Peniel Rajkumar (Moderator): 

Brother and sister, we live in a world where there is a growing over and often violence upsurge of 

racist ideologies. If I have to put it differently, nationalism today is no longer solely about geopolitical 

landscape. They are also about landscape of the mind so to speak whose brought us to being drown 

and redrawn with hostility and fear to shoot the western political agenda. In such a context where 

politician see the fear of the others as being almost a magical silver bullet which can enhance the 

political fortune right wing forces that are fuel by racist and quasi fascist ideologies out asserted 

themselves in political life on many parts of our world. For example, in India, nationalist ideology 

under guarded by militant religiosity profound center state, and what this has meant? This particular 

backlash in the form of state perpetrated as well as mob initiate violence including lynching on ethnic 

and religious minority. Along with this and obviously related there are authoritarian forms of 

government emerging around the world. So what we are trying to do to this sharing circle, will be to 

lift up the wisest of racialize community around the world while at the same time fleshing or fleshing 

out the connection between racism, authoritarianism and nationalism. As the late James Baldwin 

once said: not everything that is faced can be changed. But nothing can be changed until it is faced. 

Yes, nothing can be change until its faced. And this sharing circle is an attempt to face the things that 

we need to overcome, the things of racisms, authoritarianism and nationalism. Those widest that 

which were proceeded and in all probability will outlive the Corona Virus. And to help us to go 

through this with a general question to our panelist. We will have a round of question and then we 

will try and see how we can navigate this together. So let me start with Thandi. Thandi, as you 

engage with the issues of RAN, what is the most important issue of your own agenda of justice?  

Thandi Soko-de Jong (Panelist 1): 

Thank you for the question. As I was introduced, I am Malawian and Dutch person, so that means I 

am living in the context of the Netherlands therefore my response that I will give to you will be a 

response as an African in diaspora. So for me an important issue is that in environment where I live 

no one admits to being racist or to doing racist things and yet people express that they experience 

racism. So I think for me one of the key issues is to continue to educate people what racism is both in 

the systemic level and individual level, it’s history, but also in the education system that we have to 

bring to the table the discussion in the formal education system, the representation on the contents 

is not as they should be. What I mean by that is that often times you will find that the contents of our 

education system it limits the contribution of minority group but at the same time you also find that 

as you go higher up the ladder of education you find less and less diversity. So for me, that is one of 

the critical issues, education generally but also to integrate the contents to education system. 

Thanks.  
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Moderator:  

Thank you very much Thandi. Shall I ask Shanea to address the same question, what do you think is 

the most pressing issue for you? 

 Shanea Leonard: 

Good morning, afternoon and evening. Thank you for the question. Similar to what Thandi have said, 

we have a lot of issues of systemic racism, and various forms of within our country that have linger 

for a long of time in the United States. So this is not a new problem, however what is prevalent right 

now in the forefront of the issues of RAN is the rise and the overt racism that happened and viewed 

by our last administration, and as you all have seen and even resulted an attack on our country’s 

capital building, just last month. And that seems that the racist ideologies of half of our country has 

become more and more prevalent to the point it makes many areas very unsafe. and the rise of this 

needs to be outwardly racist has resulted on a lot of division. And what is also troubling is how that 

rise in overt racism and white nationalism is connected to the church and a very conservative wings 

of Christianity. And what that possesses is or what that says about the nature of church and how we 

connect to the sins and the evils of racism and finally the issue that is very prevalent, that is also 

connected the systemic racism and that is the issues of police brutality. And if you don’t know is the 

history of policing in this country come from the time of slave catcher, folks who haunted slave. And 

so it seems that often time that racism has continue and some of the practices and policies that has 

contributed to the death of black flocks and people of color in this country at the hands of the law 

enforcement. And that was I would say the most prevalent issues in the United States.  

Moderator:  

Thank you Shanea, now we are going to turn to the third panelist, Joseph from India and ask him 

what is the issues that stand out for him from the India’s context? 

Joseph Prabhakar Dayam: 

Thanks for having me in this conversation. As I look at India today, perhaps my mind are slips 

between despair and hope. Despair because for the last couple of weeks we’ve seen, a 21-year-old 

young girl was arrested and charge of sedition for editing two sentences in a document called 

“toolkit” that was initiated by Greta Thunberg the environmental activist. And also I am aware of the 

wave of human rights has been denied and how the human rights activists are being witch haunted 

and put behind the bars. We are aware of the 83 years old father who works for the rights of the 

indigenous people who is behind the bars now for his activism. We also are aware of the 18 years old 

boy who has been in the jail for the last two and half years and finally got his right to speak. As well 

Miss Disha got her bail. The kind of context that are pristine all of this are the strips to the democracy 

whether it is judiciary, or executive, whether it is mediate. All of them somehow bumbling 

themselves before the authoritarian regime and becoming a propaganda missionary for the rise of 

religious nationalism in the states. So that is one of the major concern that are found in the country. 

And also in the process pushing on this diversion with plurality of religious tradition, ethnic 

background and unity narrative which somehow assumed unity which actually not that, so anyone in 

any way that actually articulate a human rights discourse is being labeled as anti-national or 

somebody who is bringing division in the country. I think that is something that we are actually facing 

in our own times.  

Moderator: 

Thank you very much Joseph.  Am I going to turn to Simony and ask you what are the things that are 

stand out to you relating to the issues of RAN? 
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Simony dos Anjos: 

Thank you for the question, so here in Brazil we have a president whose rule but is too deaf, we have 

a government that has not envisioning their profession, and not did not rushing in the purchase of 

vaccine after there is the development on vaccine. And that did not guarantee that vaccine will be 

distributed universally in Brazil. Establishing priority persistently because of the lack vaccine 

availability.  And today not even the elderly who should be in priority have been vaccinated. The 

misery in Brazil since 2016 after a coup against president Rousseff, the number of miserable people 

in Brazil has increased. We have a government that not invested in social public politics. So, in 

compare of Covid 19, the absence of public service to people in the context of pandemic has caused 

domestic workers and informal workers are the most affected. In this context the racism is clearly 

present in our time of Covid 19. The Covid 19 pandemic top up with the lack of support from p Jair 

Bolsonaro’s government for the most vulnerable is accelerating the growth of poverty in Brazil and 

there is an emerging of extreme hunger all over the country as reported today by the NGO, Oxfam. 

The current president does not care to carry out any intended process to the enslaved people who 

were released. This cause a huge difference black people and other people in Brazil. Black people 

since then has been always oppressed in Brazil and the pandemic is only evidence that make it clear.  

So, here the first death from Covid 19 was a black poor woman. She was 63 and a hard worker, she 

took three drives to get to work, always the same thing, two buses and a tram. She left her home on 

Sunday and only returned on Thursday. So here in Brazil, the black people are dying a lot. The 

majority of victims of Covid 19 are black people. Black people is also more likely to be infected and 

are at the greater risk of racism, social inequities, and poor access to health care system, housing 

problem and the inability to isolate, make them the most vulnerable population that most affected 

by the pandemic. So here in Brazil, we have a government who rules to death, the authoritarian and 

fundamentalist. We have churches, priest, Christian people who are understand what is happening to 

the black people but not working to bring back the community to life.  

Moderator: 

Thank you for the panelists who have bring the conversation to the broader canvas where we see 

that racism, authoritarianism and nationalism intersect with many other injustices, to just reinforce 

the world which terrible not equal. With that I am going to move on to each panelist and ask you a 

specific question. Thandi, you start with the question of education, and how education is important, I 

want you to help us to theologically frame this issues, as you saying education is a tool, so the 

churches can be much more aware and empowered to tackle the issues of RAN? 

Thandi: 

Thank you for the question, I hope you don’t mind if go back to behind the question. Because for me 

when I look at it I think of how we normally just produce, including theological knowledge but there 

are a lot of assumptions that we have. So for me as an African when I came I became part of the 

culture I assume that was such a theological concept that meant the same thing to everybody. But 

when you don’t interrogate such a concept you don’t know that other people understand them 

differently. So I will give you an example, the concept of imago Dei, it’s a concept that everyone 

assume that it means the image of God. But then if you critically look at how knowledge within a 

context is produce, you will understand that for some people when they think about the image of 

God, they think of the particular kind of human beings and not all others. So I think the task for 

church and theologians are to always know and be critical about what is meant and when you found 

that there are problems in what different groups of people mean in using such a concept like this, 

then you can interrogate those. So just to give you a short about what happened to me, I was having 

a conversation with a fellow academic, and he is a theologian and very well experienced and we 
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reach a point where we talk about race and racism and my colleague did not agree about what I was 

saying, and because he did not agree, it came out in the conversation this realization that he did not 

think that I had what it takes to speak about the issues, and when I went further into it, I realized 

that he could not understand what I was saying because I did not fit into what an image of God is; I 

was a woman, I was black and etc. So I think one of the important task is to interrogate how we 

produce our knowledge, and to talk about certain things that we think are universal, and packed 

those and try to solve the gap in there.  

Moderator: 

Thank you very much Thandi. I am now going to turn to you Shanea, thinking about Thandi’s 

reflections forward how the responses to all this injustice can be inform by various sources. I want to 

draw the focus to into the Black Lives Matter moment, and I want you to help us to understand if 

there is anything even from other black liberation movement that has help the process?  

Shanea: 

Absolutely, the Black Lives Matter movement is a movement that start from the grass root 

community, it started around 2014 with the murder of Treyvon Martin in Sanford, Florida, and the 

murder of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri both are at the hands of some racist practices that 

killed them. And so this movement start as not as a system where one person is in charge but based 

on an understanding that your life as a black person matters, and it has substance and it has purpose 

and it is something to be treasured to be honored and to be celebrate. That understanding comes 

directly from the movement that happened in the 1970s around the black empowerment movement 

and the black liberation movement and traces of that still exist in the Black Lives Matter movement. 

Furthermore, this understanding of the need to critique our justice system and our government 

system that come out from the Civil Rights movement, is very much still a treat and a strain in Black 

Lives Matter movement, however within the recent context there is this need for a more aggressive 

approach looking at we produce changes and how changes are made. So it’s not necessary a 

monolithic movement but it’s a movement that is concentrated from a variety of sources that is also 

not hold firmly in specific community either and that’s intentional. But its house in the understanding 

that your life either as a black person of faith or not, as black queer person or not, as black person 

with financial substance or not, whatever your particular position in life, your life still has meaning, 

substance and value and must be affirmed in all of our system in our country.  

Moderator: 

Thank you very much, from the question of race probably we will move to the concept of caste and 

we want to invite Joseph to the conversation, Joseph can you help us to understand the concept of 

caste in it relation to nationalism? And how caste and inequality become reinforce and strengthen 

under nationalist regime?  

Joseph: 

As we know, caste is one of the oldest and yet surviving and thriving social structure in India that 

relegate 1 per 4 of its population to be excluded from the mainstream life of the country. So one of 

the unfortunate feature of this caste system is that there is a greater hierarchy, some are considered 

untouchable whilst some consider to be twice-born. So it is in this context perhaps we need to 

understand India and also to understand the rise of Indian nationalism. As I see for Indian 

nationalism there are three roots to it. One is the Religious roots which is the idea of India only exist 

after the coming of the British. We can compare this to more as a counter identity to the presence of 

the empire, and also to the presence of the Muslim community. So the roots lied in the religious 
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identity. Secondly perhaps the influences orientalism on the dominant caste community in India who 

find themselves as liberals yet give leadership to the nationalist movement in this country. And the 

orientalist white and the dominance of Brahmanic forces in this country found something that is 

common to them in terms of their identity as belonging to the Indo-Aryan community that came 

from Europe.  I think RAN needs to look at the Indian nationalism as having these two traits. And the 

third perhaps is as a consequences of the presence of the empire, and the initiative of the senses 

that empire has their own taxation system, India found itself in new context to reline while the caste 

identity was local and play down within the village body politics. For the presence of the empire, the 

caste configuration become national in their oligarchy building and also in their political imagination. 

So India nationalism certainly would not have work and found their logical as we see them today 

without the caste as being one of its foundational characters. So in its origin and development caste 

plays its own role, and today as we see the nationalism finding its own expressions, it often uses 

caste identity to play it self out. On the one hand, the dominance excludes the Sudra community and 

the Dalit community as being a part of the mainstream body politics where at the same time they use 

the Sudra community and Dalit community as their soldiers to fulfil the agenda of religious 

nationalism. I think that is the kind of context where we are in place where the religious nationalism 

uses caste to propagate itself and also use caste configuration to reach its own ends.  

Moderator: 

I am going to the question on economic and I am going to turn to Simone. Simone you have in some 

ways give us a snap about how the pandemic has particularly affected the poor people and the black 

people, and I want you to help us to see how churches can respond to this economic implication of 

RAN in your own context?  

Simone: 

Here in Brazil, I think the churches have to investigate the education of people, here the state is 

riding among the religious community, the church first need to think about their own position in the 

society, the church should not do law, and to apply politic to our own. The church need to help us to 

reach an equal society, to help us respect other religion, here in Brazil those things do not happen. 

The progressive Christian people here are trying to stabilize this, before call out the state we have to 

call out the church first because there many churches that do not want to see the poor but want to 

take the money from the people, and just use politic in the wrong way. We have the president who 

are using the Bible, using the name of God to justify a genocide of black people here, to justify the 

lack of human rights here. We have to construct a church where the major of their actions is based 

on human rights. Here in Brazil you have to discuss human rights among the Christian people.  

Moderater: 

I will ask the panelist to engage in some horizontally conversation to see if there are resonances 

between your own experiences and your co-panelist? What is it that you feel make you feel 

connected you to the other experiences from other panelist? 

Shanea: 

Listening to both Simone and Thandi, it is very stricking that about how similar our experiences as 

black people in the various forms in the diaspora around the world and how systemic racism against 

black bodies is something seems to be so prevalent no matter where we are no matter how much its 

engrave into government and education and all system of law enforcement and in a way it is 

consistently and perpetually up to us as marginalized people to stand in the resistance of the 

opposition to the way which we are oppressed by a dominance culture.  
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Joseph: 

Though we have our diverse experiences, our diverse memories of oppression I think what bring us 

together perhaps is our experience of suffering that can form a ground for us to come together in 

solidarity. And I think all the issues, although they have their owl local presences in some way we are 

connected the whole idea of empire, and therefore the smuggling and the path will involve the 

coming together of all this context. And also as we are working in our own context we are also 

sharing our solidarity and work together.  

Simone: 

I want to answer the question I saw in the chat box about racism, about what the white people can 

do about racism? It is very important to us to discuss it, because white people also involved in the 

structural racism. Because when I have a problem in my life but white people has benefit from it, the 

privilege about your race. The white people need to think about the differences in race, either, black, 

European, Asian and African are different. And the different is good just like Jesus embracing the 

difference and chose to be with the poor. White people should choose also to be with black people, 

European choose Africa, American and Brazilian and etc. So I think the problem is not only the 

different about skin color but the gap between people from the high and the low society. We have 

black people discuss racism we need white people to discuss racism too. We need to have people 

from the high society to discuss what can I do to stop the racism. They need to recognize their 

privilege and choose the poor.  

Thandi: 

I also found similarity with Shanea and Simone and of course they have their own uniqueness but 

there are a lot of overlaps. And also as Joseph share, one of the solution is solidarity, I think each one 

of us we come from a tradition where there has been resilient in face of oppressor and so solidarity 

helps I think to empower.  

Moderator:  

Let’s turn to our question from the chat box, let’s start with first question from Peter Cruchley: How 

does the panel think White church spaces especially can change and become antiracist places? 

Shanea: 

I think the first step is like our Alcoholic Anonymous Program here, so the first step is to admitting 

that there is a problem, and I think that is necessary. And I think it is also placing the last question in 

the chat to that the church and the white church have a hand in history in the oppression of black 

and brown bodies and that is systemic and connected to the history of the growth of Christianity 

around the world and especially in the white churches as anything else. And admitting that that is 

true is the key to the liberation of oppressed people, so I think to see white churches having an 

internal dialogue on how they are complicit and complacent and white supremacy culture and how 

you can educate yourself from various sources and not to put the work on black people to educate 

you about racism and having those difficult conversations around your dinner table, private meeting 

and country clubs and around all those things about how you can be an effective tools in liberation 

because understand that that is the works of true Christianity. So liberate folks so that we all might 

have life and live abundantly not just to select a few who look like a certain demographic.  

Moderator: 

Another question from the chat box:   where we should put our attention in addressing RAN?we can 

also combine this question with the question: how can church be a church in time like this? 
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Joseph:  

I can answer this from the Indian context, looking at the way our theology evolves in India, we know 

that it is with the backdrop of nationalism that the Indian theology arose and evolved overtime. 

What we have now as theologians is to work with this nationalist sensibility. I think the challenge that 

we have before the church is to evolve with a theology that problematize the way we as church 

experience nationalism in our own country today. I think the we need to denationalize our self when 

the nationalism become demonic.  

Thandi: 

I want to address the question on could each panelist talk about how the Christian faith has 

contributed to the oppression and liberation of people? For me one of the important thing to look at 

in a global scale, how is the Christian faith responded to people in general? I think it is always 

important to remind ourselves that racism as a concept was created about 400 or 500 hundred years 

ago but Christianity exist in Africa long before the slavery exist and also in other part of the world we 

know that St Thomas was in India, so I think it is always important to look at the now but also the 

heritage outside of European empire before 500 years ago in order to address this race question, but 

if we look at it into the now, and we look at the global scale and we look at the place like South 

Africa, how people like Bussaco from the Christian faith able to resist apartheid so maybe one of the 

most damaging things especially as the context I come from, Malawi, mission where touch to slavery, 

mission where touch to colonization and so on like Portuguese, it’s become very difficult to 

differentiate the Christian faith from this oppression but looking beyond I think will be helpful it 

doesn’t anser everything but it brings us to a conversation to understand that Christianity is not 

European, the way African Christian and Asian Christian from a long time ago.  

Closing by moderator: 

To think of our conversation today   to take for opportunity for collaboration and liberation.  
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03:48:54 From ISAAC KALONJI to Everyone : Good afternoon evrybody. 

03:54:00 From Gerardo Oberman to Everyone : All things OK, dear interpreters? 

03:54:52 From Pierre2 to Everyone : oui Isaac , et Bonne NUIT à Nathanet to ALL Peace 

03:55:00 From Corina Interprète to Everyone : Yes, all is looking good 

03:59:48 From Pierre2 to Everyone : SI GERARDO and many thanks to you! Super! 

04:02:35 From Gerardo Oberman to Everyone : Pierre, please translate this 

04:11:57 From Martina Wasserloos to Everyone : I miss a lot of input 

04:21:27 From Hanns Lessing to Everyone : We will include the rest of the worship after the 
breakout groups in the transition to the RAN circle 

04:23:51 From Martina Wasserloos to Everyone : Judits contribution should be heard before the 
breakout groups 

04:25:22 From Hanns Lessing to Everyone : ok 

04:25:57 From Gerardo Oberman to Everyone : Interpreters, please, take a look to the changes!! 

04:31:08 From Pierre2 to Everyone : sorry Gerardo and Thank you..., that was not clear on the sheet 
.. since I saw taht  after Claudio , I see Corina taking over…( next time , perhaps a note re Intro would 
be helpful)..I did a quick summary ...of the Intro, So just to double check: 

04:44:28 From Pierre2 to Everyone : Gerado AFTER Judith IT IS STILL cORINA..yes? 

04:45:20 From Gerardo Oberman to Everyone : Yes 

04:51:30 From HyeRan Kim-Cragg to Everyone : Thank you. I have to go to another meeting. Good to 
see you all and I will try to join you again soon. Lenten blessings, 

04:52:30 From Gerardo Oberman to Everyone : Pierre, please take only Point 4.2 and 4.3. 

If there is any other person speaking, out of order, I´ll give that responsibility to Corina to avoid any 
overlapping. Thanks. 

04:55:57 From Pierre2 to Everyone : yes i WQAS CLAER ON POINT 4.2 AND 4,3 

04:59:08 From Pierre2 to Everyone : GERARDO :Ok RE CORINA...clear! 

05:06:47 From Robert Jordan to Everyone : That interpretation was a marathon. A pause between 
one speaker and another would have helped to appreaciate each talk. And given us a chance to say 
who each one was. 

05:10:41 From Corina Interprète to Everyone : Yes, the last one was too fast to take anything in. Too 
bad because concepts need time 

05:12:53 From Gerardo Oberman to Everyone : Roberto???? 

05:20:46 From Hanns Lessing to Everyone : We remind all speakers: The session is being translated 
into French and Spanish. Please speak slowly. Thank you. 

05:25:53 From Anna Ljung to Everyone : Thanks for a very interesting and important sharing session 
with sisters and brothers from so many contexts! Please, invite us again! 

05:35:27 From Peter Cruchley, UK to Everyone : I was struck by how totally White WCRC Europe 
appears to be. This is underlined by the lack of emphasis Europe church presentations seemed to 



give to the disproportionate impact Covid is having on Black people. How does the panel think White 
church spaces especially can change and become antiracist places? 

05:38:31 From Simony dos Anjos -@simonydosanjos to Everyone : Yes! Here in Brasil we are 
discussing structural racism in education, health and justice   

05:39:33 From Martina Wasserloos to Everyone : This is what we do in a lot of European contexts 
even in the churches as well. 

05:40:07 From Agnaldo - AIPRAL/Brasil to Everyone : Excuse me, but I will have to leave the meeting 
because of another appointment. God bless them! - Agnaldo. 

05:40:53 From Dr Lesmore GE to Everyone : Good question Peter. I hope the panelists will offer 
response to this critical question in the context of white privilege as can be seen in access to 
vaccines and other related services. How can the church be truly the church?   

05:47:38 From Rodney Sadler to Everyone : What is the solution to the race, caste, and nationalism 
issue in this world?  Where should we put our attention? 

05:50:29 From Farhana Anthony to Everyone : I have turned off my camera because I cannot hear 
properly… good to know the global view of the impact of civid. great contribution 

05:51:26 From Philip Tanis to Everyone : A question from Facebook livestream participant: “Could 
each panelist talk about how the Christian faith has contributed to the oppression and liberation of 
people” 

05:55:41 From Margit Ernst-Habib to Everyone : Wouldn't  the WCRC, then, need not only RAN, but 
also a sort of "White Privilege Working  Group"? 

05:55:49 From RS Tshaka to Everyone : the reference to black lives matter reminded me of similar 
movements in other pats of the continent but also in south Africa, such as the #FeesMustFall and 
#RhodesMustFall. what is interesting to me is that I find that these mostly young black students in 
the context of South Africa, don't invoke the names of Tutu or Mandela, nor do they refer to the 
South African council of churches, but instead invoke the names of Biko and Frantz Fanon. I want to 
check if the black lives matter in the USA invoke the civil rights movement as an organization of 
agitation in the past, against empire in the USA. 

05:57:24 From Rodney Sadler to Everyone : Thank you panel for a good opening discussion.  Off to a 
two day Social Justice conference that the Center for Social Justice and Reconciliation is sponsoring 
at Union Presbyterian Seminary.  Would love to see any outcomes from this panel discussion.  God 
bless! 

05:57:41 From Peter Cruchley, UK to Everyone : @Margit it would certainly be good if WCRC Europe 
could address this in any case 

05:59:10 From Maraike Bangun to Everyone : Could this book be a starting point? White Fragility: 
Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism by Robin Diangelo. 

06:00:08 From Martina Wasserloos to Everyone : @is that a question for WCRC-Europe or  for WCRC 
global? "White privilege" is not only an European issue 

06:00:59 From Peter Cruchley, UK to Everyone : @martina It is not only a European issue, nor at all a 
White issue, but it seems to me WCRC Europe has work to do to recgnise this 

06:01:41 From Martina Wasserloos to Everyone : @peter We should discuss this more deeply 

06:01:41 From Shanea Leonard to Everyone : What a honor to share this panel with you all 

06:02:34 From Dianna Wright to Everyone : WOW thank you all for sharing in this process 

06:02:50 From Gerardo Oberman to Everyone : Pierre, take over the French 



06:03:11 From Peniel Rajkumar to Everyone : Thank you panelists for sharing your passion and 
wisdom in such a powerful manner. 

06:03:41 From Jenny Dobers to Everyone : Thank you so much to the panel and to those of you who 
have written inputs we will take them with us! I have to leave! 

06:03:44 From Peggy Mulambya to Everyone : Gratefi Indeed, WCRC has a lot of work to do. 

06:03:55 From Simony dos Anjos -@simonydosanjos to Everyone : I am happy to be able to be here 
and say a little about what Brazilian Christians are discussing about racism and Christian faith. Thank 
you. 

06:04:05 From  Chris Ferguson  WCRC to Everyone : Thanks to all! 

06:04:24 From Thandi Soko-de Jong to Everyone : It was an honour to participate, thank you for 
these questions and discussion 

06:04:39 From Ukoha Ngwobia to Everyone : It has been a great experience. Thank you so much for 
the inspirational session. 

06:04:58 From Lisa Vander Wal to Everyone : Grateful for all the presenters and participants today. 
Thank you! 

06:05:12 From Ukoha Ngwobia to Everyone : Thank you to the entire team at the WCRC. 

06:05:23 From Lisa Vander Wal to Everyone : Thank you too for the worship time—very meaningful. 

06:05:36 From Solomon Benjamin to Everyone : Very inspiring Inputs and sharing of concerns. Many 
thanks 

06:06:42 From Lungile Mpetsheni to Everyone : Thank you all for participating in today's session. We 
are finding our way. Thanks to Europe for the great insights. Thanks to the panel on RAN. We will 
soldier on. Thanks to the coordinating team. God bless you all. 

06:07:04 From Najla Kassab to Everyone : Jesus is alive  today as we come together to discern as a 
Communion 

06:07:29 From Veronica N Muchiri to Everyone : Thanks for wonderful sharing time. Thanks too for 
time of worship 

06:07:49 From Anna Case-Winters to Everyone : Bless you all! 

06:08:03 From Ukoha Ngwobia to Everyone : Jesus is indeed alive. Blessings to you all. 

06:08:27 From Farhana Anthony to Everyone : Amin 

06:08:32 From Farhana Anthony to Everyone : thank you 



Thank you for asking these questions. 
 
From my perspective in the USA as white, highly privileged person, cis gendered… 
 
1. Churches are surely able to claim they are systemically relevant.  Showing this to be true is 
another matter in the US society because there are so many other alternatives to health and 
wellness in a bricks and mortar sense.  And so many who feel they have no need of health and 
wellness, wholeness and the fruits of those things - equity, justice and peace - because of privilege. 
 
I think many in my context have little to no understanding of how the church in many other places in 
the world does so much more than the church does in the US.  I hope that the WCRC might find ways 
to share the stories using technology - perhaps beginning to build up on the regional networks that 
are well established or growing. 
 
2. Again, in my context, the humility call for is from the privileged class.  Covid19 has added to 
our knowledge of how systemic racism works in the US.  The WCRC and particularly the Accra 
Confession could be helpful in expanding the worldview of people here.  I, personally, have been 
challenged by black friends to DO something - 40 things - to show that I am not just an ally, but an 
anti racist.  So, I have opened a bank account at black owned bank, hired black and brown owned 
businesses to do work on my home, started ordering books from a black owned bookstore rather 
than Amazon, adopted a Lenten practice that takes me through a devotional written by a black 
clergyman about spirituals, etc….  Can the WCRC administration and member churches examine 
their every day practices in the same way and encourage one another to demonstrate in ways large 
and small, that we can build enough trust to be taken seriously when we say we want to walk 
humbly, together, with those whom many of us have colonized and oppressed or marginalized? 
 
And can we begin to engage in forming a very cohesive and active political action team who will 
respond, on a global scale, to endorse efforts to renew the pandemic response network, and raise 
the issues important to WCRC and the Accra Confession?    
 

hanns
Text Box
Letter by Anne Weirich





Affirmation of Faith
(The image on the screen was found written 
into the soot that lined the burnt corridors of 
the centre where Sr. Meena Barua was gang 
raped in the violence against Dalit Christians 
in Orissa)

Leader: In the midst of 
violence, of pain and in the 

face of death. We affirm…Jesus 
is alive!

Leader: In the midst of torture, 
gang rape and burning, we 

affirm…Jesus is alive!
Leader: It is our protest, our 
hope, our affirmation…that 

Jesus is alive!



Leader: And so death cannot 
conquer us, systems of death do 
not daunt us… for Jesus is alive

Leader: I know that we will not be 
beaten down, that though we are 
pressed we are not crushed, that 

though we face repression we will 
not be broken. We believe in the 

resurrection…because Jesus is 
alive

Leader: I believe that God’s reign 
on earth will come, that there will 
be justice for all the oppressed… 

because Jesus is alive.



May it come soon
to the hungry
to the weeping
to those who have thirsted for your justice,
to those who have waited centuries
for a truly human life.
Grant us the patience 
to smooth the way,
on which your Kingdom comes to us.
Grant us hope,
that we may not weary
in proclaiming and working for it,
despite so many conflicts,
threats and shortcomings.
Grant us a clear vision
that in this hour of our history
we may see the horizon,
and know the way
on which your Kingdom comes to us. Amen
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